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The work which this report is baaed upon was done in collaboration with 

Alex Love. It came about as a response to the shock «<e felt when we studied 

the experimental data on scaling. It seemed to us that the data do not rule out 

a -q variation of the structure function! (at fixed q '») of perhaps as much as 

2 —ft *l X-

{.q) *', U. we parametrize the variation as a power of -q. Of course the 

asymptotically free gauge theories predict logarithmic deviations from scaling1 ' 

and the problems of distinguishing between these two types of deviation have been 

discussed by Gross eUewàere In these Proceedings. The N.A.L. experiments 

using roup»beams should clarify the situation. At any rate, we asked ourselves 

the question: what would be the theoretical consequences if the N.A.L. experiments 

actually show a power deviation from exact scaling with an exponent less than about 

«0.37 

Such a variation is still considerably slower than any known form. factor 

so probably we should not simply drop the apparatus which has been built up to 

understand "exact?' scaling. Presumably we sbould say that the underlying strong 

interaction Bold theory was asymptotically "i»»vly" free rather than asymptotically 

free. More precisely we should say that£(X) has a Eero at X = X , near the origin, 

which controls the ultra-violet behaviour of the U-eory. Then the effective coupling 

constant X (t,X)-»X p « l a s t * en. But for J _ to be an ultra-violet stable fixed 

point we wast 
P[X) > 0 . X < X F 

and 0(X) < 0 X > X F , 
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nnd since flf"! «= C the simplest possibility Is that shown in Fig. 1». Of course 

0{X) might h.tvc two wros -.car the origin with the second one ntlraetlve as In Fig. 

ib. We thought this Is Iter behaviour unlikely (and certainly unpredictable) so we 

considered only the ilrst possibility. Thus we are considering theories In which 

X = 0 is an infra-wd stable point. 

But Zcc^2> has shown that there are lots of theories which cannot be nsymptotlcally 

free so we considered! those theories which seemed to us to bo a priori the most 

reasonable. There arc advantages In basing the strong interaction Uigranglan on 

a t -)up which commutes with the ordinary classification SU{3). since wo gauge purls 

of classificau^: SV(3) to generate weak and electro nngnelie Interactions. An 

appealing choice at strong imcractlon group' is the group which transform.* the 

colour indices of the three triplets of quarks required to gîvc the correct rate for 

''"* **• T P * r a t e a n d t h e l o t a ' ***" annihilation cross-section do not depend upon 

the choice of colour group, but only on the fact that there are three classification 

Sl<(3) triplets of quarks with conventional charges and weak charges. Thus \vc may 

take the 3 colour indices a = 1,2,3 of the quark q f t as transforming as the three 

dimensional representation of a group O. Thin group is usually taken to be SU{3) 

and the three dimensional representation is the ruadamcnUil representation. However, 

we can also take G - SV'fi) which Is the same as the rotation group. This too has a 

three dimensional representation namely the regular representation in which the 

quarks bave "colour spin" unity. The next option open to us is whether to use 

vector gluons or scalar gluons transforming according to the regular representation 

of G. If G is 5U(3) there will be eight gluons while If G is SU£i) there are three. 

The Yukawa coupling of scalar gluons is knowr. : o be a theory in which the fixed point 

*t the origin is not ultra-violet stable' ' so that the ultra-violet behaviour must be 

controlled by a non-trivial fixed point, such as wc are looking for,. which we ' 
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asEuniL' to be near the origin. In the vcitor gluon oase we have a non-abelian 

gauge theory which, if G • SU(3), gives on ultra-violet stable origin* ' provided 

we do not generate the gauge field's masses by means of liiggs scalars. Thus 

/3(X) docs not have the form of Fig. la. and we discard this possibility. On the 

other hand if G = SU(2) we have 

pfe) = A 
3 5 

4. T\ £— 
16 » 2 ( 1 6 a 2 ) 2 

whore A - fë- C,, (G) - | mT(R)| 

and C 2 p â « „ = f l k e f j k e . 

nh r a b-i 
T (R) ô = Tr [ R R ] ; 

R are the matrices representing G in the (3-dimensional) representation to which 

the fcrmionsbelong. m is the number of fcrmion multiplets, 3-in our case. Now 

for G = SU(2) 

C 2 (G) = 2 . T(R) = 2 

Thus 

A _ _ 1*22 . 2 i l = + 2 
L 3 3 J 3 

and we see thai the origin g = 0 is no longer ultra-violet stable, and again the 

asymptotic behaviour must be controlled by v non-trivial fixed point. Notice that . 

the small value of A above results from extensive canoe "" 'ion between the two terms 

so that if B is negative and of "normal'1 size we may expect a zê -o of 0 near the origin. 

In fact the results of Jones, presentee? elsewhere in these Proceedings, and of Caswelr 
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»how that 

B * + BO 

tor G = SU(Z) with three triplets. Thus it is unlikely that in this theory 0 has 

a zero near the origin, and in this report we shall henceforth confine ourselves 

to the scalar gluos theories. Notice however that the form or A does provide 

a "natural" mechanism for cancellations and hence for nearby zeros, and it may 

be that some other reasonable choice of m, E and G could yield the behaviour we 

are seeking; as Wilson has observed earlier in this Meeting, the e e" annihilation 

cross-section may force us to entertain theories with large numbers of fermion 

multiplets. 

We now calculate the anomalous dimensions of the tensor operators which 

occur In the light cone expansion for e- or f-production. We assume that the scalar 

fields ç>a have a Yukawa coupling to the oaarlc fields a? 

O.P.» 

a where R are matrices in the 3 dimenional representation of G. :«i a runs fro; 

1 . . . . 8IX G - E0{3) and a = 1.. .3 If G = SU(2). In addition tUere is a four scalar 
4 

coupling, denoted \ jp , which however makes no contribution in the single loop order 

in which we shall be calculating. We are concerned with the light cone expansion 

for the product of two currents, vector or axial. For a spin averaged target and 

energies below the threshold for the production of colour non-singlet states the only 

terms in the light cone expansion which we need to worry about are 
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where X acts in the space of ordinary classification SU(3); the summation 

over irnnd a ensures that the above operator» are colour singlets. We see 

that for classification SU(.I) non-singlets there tss only one operator (for a 

given n) to worry about, while far SU(3) singlets there are two (O andO }. 
O 9 

We Pilote the inserted Greerf'a fitncllons by T ** J where fc * q or p 

and J = 0.. . 9, The SU{3/ noa-singlct insertions are multiplicative!/ reoormal/sed 

but the singlet insertion» are not because of mixing between O sad O.. In general 

the renormalized Green's functions f are related to fby 

/''••" .£.w*«*< V jk 

They satisfy a Callan-Symantifc equation* ' which in the deep eucUdeta region 

(relevant for deep inelastic e- and v- production) takes the farm 

k 

where 7(6.) is the anomalous dimension of tbe field $ «ad 

yjk = E ( z ^ D z » k 

is tbe anomalous dimension matrix^ 

6 Ô 6 • _ 6 

At and m arc the masses of the scalar and fermlon while X and g are the icnormaUsed 

coupling constants. To calculable the y., in lowest order we simply have to calculate 

the divergent parte of the diagrams shown in Fig. 2 wUch are proportional to 
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£—J p . . . v . . . P for external fermions. 
6 H *. A 

or p . . . p for external scalar». 

Fig. 2d. has a convergent contribution which is why X does not enter in lowest 

order. The upshot is that for SU{3) non-singlets 

For SU(3) singlets we get a 2 x 2 anomalous dimension matrix 

2 / <°> _ _. <S» 
ï ° (8) «• • 

! 6 , 2 

1 y?C (R) 
P) 

where 

c 2 ( R ) i = £ R a r t a ={ 

[R a R b 3 « { 

4/3 SU(3) 

2 SU{2) 

1/2 SU(3) 

2 • SU{2) TCH)0° b= Tr 

Using the Callan-Symanzlk equation and the Wilson light cone expansion It then 

follows that the Fourier transformed coefficients of O. , C. (q ), satisfy 

D ^ V , =Er^k

n(a2) 

These equations can be solved by diagonalizatlon of y with the result (writing 

C j a3 the elements of a vector £ ) • 

~n V n , 2 V 1 n 
£ »= Z-l c (-q ) ê  

f 

where £ are the eigenvalues and e. eigenvectors of y n . in the ultra-violet 



region v.'e taise s to have it's îîxcd point value g and ue see that the 

SU(3) nun-Hingicts arc controlled by one power of -q ami the SU(3) singlets 

by two powers. Notice that In the limit n -»oo tbe anomalous dimensions 

approach fixed non-zero values: 

2 
g F C (H) for SD(3) non-singlet* <3) 

16» 2 

2 
g F (C, (R), 12T(R)) for SU(3) singlets (4) 

I C 2 

It i s this property of Yukawa theories which gives rise to the characteristic 

threshold behaviour discussed by Gross elsewhere in fn»«/. Proceedings, 

Theae statements may be translated directly into statements about the 

moments of the structure functions. The SU(3) non-singlet combinations of 

the currents are always controlled by one operator as we have seen and 

/ 
±- ,,« „• „ ,-A-è ï n + 1 

d S 2§ F 2 .5 • « (-q ) . m <m = 1 . , . 8) 

the same Is twe of the F ' moments for all SU(3) quantum numbers including singlet 

combinations - this follows from G-Invariance. Thus 

; 
dS F^J ç n œ (-q2)~* * m (m = 0 . . . 8) 

In both of these expressions y is given in equation (X). The only complicated 

behaviour arises when we consider the moments of F„ arising from SU(3) singlet 

2 

combinations. In general they are controlled by two powers of ( -q ) corresponding . 

to the two eigenvalues of equation (2). The only exception is the n = 2 case where 

one of the eigenvalues vanishes. This occurs because one linear combination of the 

operators O , O Is the energy-momentum tensor whose conservation ensures 

that It has no anomalous dimensions. The known matrix element of this tensor enables 



us to derlru » modified version of the Frllzsch Gcll-Mann^' i*ire quark sum rule: 

2 - v 2 / œ {-ql *{2) ' z 

2 
is the non-zero eigenvalue of j . 

R - 18TJR) [l8Tapt> • C a w ] " Z = [ 9 / 1 0 . 
'/31 : SU(3) 

SU(Z) 

Conclusions 

The characteristic power devia ions from scaling of theories which are 

not asymptotically free should be detectable in the N. A. L, muon experim? nts. The 

Yukawa theories which we have considered have SU(3) non-singlet structure function 

2 " 2 —D 
moments varying as a power of -q > namely (q ) . The maximum value of p Is 
determined from (3) to be 

2 16s 2 16» 1 1 : S0(2) {!: 
( the moments of F , even the SU(3) singlet combination, are bounded by the same 

3 
power variation). Thus tbesd tests do not provide a very sensitive way of dlstingulBhini 

between the two theories. 

2 —0 3 
if we assume that the scaling déviation» are something less than \-q ) ' > 

* • * -

we should conclude from these testa that < 



8 : SU(3) 

.2 : SU(2) 

On the other hand teal» of these theories asing SU{3> singlet combinations 

of the currents provide more stringent restrictions on or a.id distinguish more 

easily between the theories we are considering. It is easy to see that the largest 

of the two eigenvalues of y , given in (2), is bounded and that the maximum 

variation «I SU(3) ainglst moments is giwn by 

2 2 / 
3 
1J « SUfZ) 

If p< 0.3 this gives 

«» f o. 
t \0. 

33 : 8U(3) 
092 : S»{2) 

Thus the outstanding question is whether the Yukawa theories we have been 

considering do in fact have fixed points satisfying these Inequalities. The only 

way we know of to tackle this problem is to calculate the 0 function in two loop 

order. At this level we have a two coupling constant problem because we have to 
A 

include a \ <p Interaction for renormalizabilily. (In fict for the SU(3) case we 

have to introduce a f\tp coupling which however is presumably negligble 

asymptotically^ ' ) . ThuB we are concerned toflnd simultaneous {non-trivial) 

seras of ft and />.. The calculation Is straight forward but not yet completed: 

there are of course no problems connected with gauge invariance which have been 

referred to by other contributors. 

- We have restricted our attention in this article to three triplet models of 
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crosa-scctlon has made three «yjarttt models much more popular since 

these yield a larger value for R = c(e e -* h'adrona)/? (e e •» M u~). It is 

easy to generalize our results to '.he case when St<(4) Is the classification symmetry. 

This makes the SU(3) singlet behaviour even more complicated since In this case 

there are three openiors Instaad of two controlling the asymptotic behaviour. 

However, It Is easy to see that the SU(3) non-slnglet behaviour is unmodified 

so long as we continue to use SU(3) or SU(2) for the colour group. For this reason • 

a safer but less rigorous test of our Ideas is obtained from a study of the scaling 

deviations in SU(3) non-slnglet combinations. 
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Fig. 1. Graphs of 0 having non-trivial ultra-violet stable fixed point "near" 0. 
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Fig. a. Inserted diagrams for calculating anomalous dimensions. 


